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Abstract. Spatial data mining is a process of extraction of implicit
information, such as weather patterns around latitudes, spatial features in a
region, etc., with a goal of knowledge discovery.    The work reported here is
based on our earlier work on branch-grafted R trees. We have taken a
bottom-up approach in our research: from efficient spatial data structure
(i.e., branch-grafted R tree implementation), to efficient data access
methods, and finally, to effective spatial data mining. Since previous
experiments have shown that there are significant advantages of using
branch-grafted implementation, this bottom-up approach exploits the
performance advantages of the branch-grafted R-trees.

 1   Introduction

Spatial data mining [4] refers to the extraction of implicit knowledge, spatial
relationships, or other patterns, not explicitly stored in databases involving spatial
data. Spatial data differs from data stored in relational databases. It carries
topological information usually organized by multidimensional indexing structures,
accessed by spatial data access methods.  The focus of this paper is on using branch-
grafted R-tree for data mining. Nevertheless, in order to make this paper self-
contained, we also provide relevant background related to R trees and their branch-
grafted implementation. Therefore, space limitation will only allow us to provide a
general description of our approach, leaving much of the details to future papers.

We start our discussion with a brief review of necessary background. R-trees [2]
are specialized forms of B+ trees adapted for the efficient representation, access and
management of spatial data.  An R-tree is a height-balanced tree that contains all
leaves at the same level.  The root node has at least two children. The non-leaf nodes
contain m/2 entries, where m is the maximum number of entries in a node. The
spatial data is represented as rectangles called minimum bounding rectangle. A non-
leaf node contains information of the bounding rectangle, in the form of the
coordinates, of its child node.  The leaf node of an R-tree stores the record of spatial
data stored, in the form of the coordinates of a rectangle, in relational database.
Although the original R-tree structure has many merits, it also leaves rooms for
improvement. Variations of R-trees exist (such as R* tree). As an improvement
proposed from our research group, the branch grafted algorithm uses the R-tree with
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better reorganization of records. The algorithm uses the grafting of a leaf or a branch
node in the tree to reduce the number of nodes in the R-tree.  The more accurate data
structure improves the performance of query.  The split in the original R-tree does not
consider rest of the nodes in the tree while the branch-grafted tree scans the other
nodes in order to find an opening.  This opening can accommodate a rectangle. This
could avoid the need of a split and reduces the number of node in the tree. The
improvement in search time is a result of lesser number of nodes in the tree.

The branch-grafting algorithm improves the accuracy and speed of the node
overflow operations. In case of a node overflow, the Branch Grafting algorithm first
looks for records in the parent node that overlap the bounding directory of the full
node.  Individual records in the full node are then evaluated for placement under the
overlapping parent nodes. Records are moved under a parent node if the resulting area
of coverage for all nodes involved is smaller.  If no records are moved to make room
for the initially inserted record, then a split is performed using the original R-tree split
algorithm.

Branch-grafted R-trees have been used to deal with location-based regional-
queries and point-queries.  Branch-grafted R-trees have an advantage when a huge
amount of spatial data needs to be stored. Grafting reduces the height of the tree,
which helps the data access from the tree. A regional query finds all data objects that
intersect a given spatial rectangle formed around a spatial object that overlap or fall
within the query window. A point-query is a special case of the region query in which
an aligned rectangle is a single point.  The data access is faster as the search algorithm
traverses fewer search paths due to smaller number of nodes reduced by grafting.

Once the spatial data is organized using an efficient data structure such as branch
grafted R-tree, data access mechanisms should be developed for further processing.
Basic spatial data access methods developed in earlier work of our institution [1, 3, 6]
include window search algorithm (also called overlap algorithm, which finds all the
objects that overlap a specified search window and can be used for location-based
queries) and its variation window search algorithm (also referred to as contains
algorithm), search by distance algorithm and its extension nearest neighbor algorithm,
etc.

2   Extending Spatial Queries for Spatial Data Mining

The representation and analysis of the information obtained as result of spatial
queries, is important for the better understanding, usage, and meaningful insight into
the spatial data.  Recent studies of mining spatial rules have led to a set of interesting
techniques to represent the patterns and features in a spatial data set.  Strong spatial
rules indicate the patterns and implication relationships in the large spatial data set.
We can distinguish several kinds of spatial data mining rules:
− Spatial Association Rules: Spatial association is a rule that describes the

implication of one or a set of features by another set of features in spatial
database.
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− Spatial Classification Rules: The process of spatial classification is to find a rule
to partition a set of classified objects into a number of classes using spatial
relations of the classified objects to other objects in the database.

− Spatial Aggregation Rules: Aggregate values for areas close to spatial objects
plays a very important role in the analysis of many business objects like stores,
gas stations, etc.

− Spatial Discriminant Rules: A spatial discriminant rule is a general description
of the contrasting or discriminating features of a class of spatial-related data from
other classes.

3   Spatial Data Mining Program Construction and Experiments

The spatial data mining program consists of three modules.
− Module 1 builds a data structure using input data files and stores the data in the

branch grafted R-Tree.
− Module 2 is designed to retrieve relevant data stored in the branch grafted R-Tree

with the help of queries and stores the relevant output in a text file.
− Module 3 describes the mining of the spatial rules viz. spatial association rule,

aggregation rule, and discriminant rules from the pool of matching coordinates.

The main spatial operators used for the query design in the research can be mainly
divided in two categories; topological and directional. The spatial operators such as
‘Containment’, ‘intersection’, ‘adjacency’, ‘inside’, and ‘within’ fall under the
category of topological operators, while ‘Northwest’, ‘distance_compared_to’, ‘near’,
‘close_to’ are directional operators.

An example of spatial query that uses ‘adjacent_to’ function is shown below:
SELECT CITY_NAME, CITY_LOCATION
FROM    CITY, HYDRO
WHERE CITY_LOCATION ADJACENT_TO (WATER_BODY)

AND CLOSE_TO(US_BUNDARY,30) AND WATER_BODY =
‘ATLANTIC_OCEAN’

The spatial data for the work has been down loaded from TIGER/ LINE.  The
TIGER database contains spatial information about hydrology, transportation, and
other objects like national and state parks, churches, universities etc.  The data used in
this work deals water bodies in the North America, cities of North America, and US
highways.  More information about cities by counties was obtained from
LANDVIEW3 site.  This data contains the spatial and detailed non-spatial information
as, census, industries, income level, etc. The raw data from different counties and
states was rearranged and merged to make a master data file.  The data format is as
follows:

minimum x coordinate, minimum y coordinate, positive delta x, positive delta y,
name

Several data sets have been used for experiments. For example, the data set
hydro_tiger95 contains hydrographic spatial data, with number of records 360,330.
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Below are some spatial rules discovered by the implemented program:
Spatial Association Rules
    is_a (small_town) ^ adjacent_to(big_water_body)  adjacent_to (us_boundary):
78%
Spatial Aggregation Rules
    Total number of small cities close_to(big_water_bodies) in North America: 134
Spatial Discriminant Rules
    Large number of industries are located within(big_cities) while small number of
cities located within(small_cities)

4   Conclusion

As indicated in our discussion, we have taken a bottom-up approach in our research: from
efficient spatial data structure (i.e., branch-grafted R tree implementation) [1,6], to
efficient data access methods [3], and finally, to effective spatial data mining [5]. Since
previous experiments have shown that there are significant advantages of using branch-
grafted implementation, this bottom-up approach exploits the performance advantages
of the branch-grafted R-trees. However, due to space limitation, detailed description
of algorithms, experiments and their analysis are omitted here. As for the future work,
more experiments on larger data sets and more detailed analysis are still needed.
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